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Introducing Circumnavigate, a Norwegian born, London based Alt-Pop four piece. Their signature ethereal soundscapes and
beautifully layered vocals have helped them carve their own way in the genre, allowing them to engage with an ever growing,
fully immersed audience.
Following on from the success of their first studio album ‘When Worlds Collide’ in 2017 – their music went on to be featured
multiple times on the soundtrack for Domenica Cameron-Scorsese’s feature film ‘Almost Paris’.
After a short break, they returned in 2019 with a hauntingly beautiful cover of The Cinematic Orchestra’s ‘To Build A Home’
racking up more than half a million streams on Spotify alone. As an entirely independent artist, this release was a defining
moment for Circumnavigate, and gained enough momentum to lay the foundation for new music.
2020 has seen the band release lots of new music; The first of which, ‘Layer You Up’, quickly became their fastest growing
single to date with 30,000 streams in its first week alone, landing into 3 different Spotify New Music Friday playlists
(Norway, Sweden, Iceland) as well as Fresh Finds and many other large editorial curated playlists, attracting global press and
radio play (BBC, NRK, Amazing Radio and more). For the video, they teamed up with popular charity ‘To Write Love On
Her Arms’ in an effort to raise awareness for mental health, a link to which can be found above (YouTube Button).
Their second single, ‘Shy Love’, once again landed in New Music Friday (Norway) and has since been placed for major
European bank, DNB.
With over 40,000 monthly Spotify Listeners and significant growth across all social media platforms the band are now adding
the finishing touches to their new single ‘Keep a Moment’ which is set for release 27th November where they hope to further
solidify their place in peoples listening libraries and playlists across the world.

Official Website
www.circumnavigatemusic.com

“There are many bands out there hyping their music to be
big, bold and cinematic, but Circumnavigate really are
one of those acts that deliver on their promise”
- Its All Indie

“This is my favourite discovery of the week; I
have been listening to this song over and over
and over...and over again! It is so stark and
beautiful...”
- Tobi Lynn, Amazing Radio (US)

“Each captivating, cinematic soundscape offers something unique”
- Fortitude Magazine

“A finely honed, carefully contoured piece of
acoustic pop with a killer chorus”

“It’s SO good! ‘Layer You Up’ has been added to some of
the biggest playlists in the world, it’s got so many streams
already and deservedly so! It’s a beautiful fusion of the
kind of soundscapes of Billie Eilish and Bon Iver. I love
it!”
- Sarah Gosling, BBC Introducing

- CLASH Magazine

Streaming & Social links in header of this document
contactcircumnavigate@gmail.com

